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Our constitution

 Fifth amendment 

 “nor shall any person be subject for the same 
offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or 
limb” 



What it means 

 Simple to read, simple to interpret 

 One offense means one bad action

 One crime

 One law violated   

 One trial

 One punishment if convicted after a fair trial   



Government strategy

 Multiple overlapping laws  

 One bad action is multiple offenses 

 Promote long prison sentences

 Promote plea bargaining 

 USA world leader in prison population 

 #2 in prisoners per capita

 Something is very wrong here  



Hypothetical example

 Criminalizing drugs 

 Illegal to enter a place that sells drugs 

 Illegal to purchase drugs

 Illegal to sell drugs 

 Illegal to own drugs

 Illegal to use drugs

 Illegal to transport drugs 

 Illegal to own a place where drugs are stored



Example continued

 Illegal to maintain a residence where drugs are 
used   

 Illegal to purchase drug paraphernalia 

 Illegal to transport drug paraphernalia   

 State and federal laws cover the same action 

 Double the “crimes”

 This example shows 20 crimes for one “offense”



Back to the constitution 

 “nor shall any person be subject for the same 
offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or 
limb” 

 Twice wasn't nearly enough

 20 times is so much better

 Multiple jeopardy is now standard practice

 Read the paper, see for yourself  



US Supreme Court

 Final arbiter of constitution  

 Selected by US congress, president

 Reflects the values of congress, president

 Just as noble or just as corrupt   



Expensive elections  

 Inspire, promote, require official corruption 

 Politicians need to pay for expensive elections

 Curry favor of rich donors

 Rich want more money, power

 Easier to achieve with subdued peasants – us

 Great explaining power even if it seems cynical 



Related problem  

 News media, entertainment media owned by rich

 Subtle bias to most articles, crime dramas 

 Overreport this, underreport that

 Corporate media → corporate propaganda

 Decades later, highly effective

 Protect the status quo

 Great explaining power even if it seems cynical   



What's the solution? 

 Public financing of elections 

 Overturn Citizens United

 Overturn other immoral rulings 

 Rewrite our laws

 Respect injunction against double jeopardy

 Compassion for powerless people, animals, 
plants, and the Earth   

 Healing our country 



Remember to see beauty :-) 


